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The analytical expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Klein-Gordon equation for q-deformed       
Woods-Saxon plus new generalized ring shape potential are derived within the asymptotic iteration method. The obtained 
eigenvalues are given in a closed form and the corresponding normalized eigenvectors, for any l, are formulated in terms of 
the generalized Jacobi polynomials for the radial part of the Klein-Gordon equation and associated Legendre polynomials for 
its angular one. When the shape deformation is canceled, we recover the same solutions previously obtained by the 
Nikiforov-Uvarov method for the standard spherical Woods-Saxon potential. It is also shown that, from the obtained results, 
we can derive the solutions of this problem for Hulthen potential. 






The Woods–Saxon potential [1] is considered as the most realistic short range potential in nuclear physics. It 
is widely used in the study of the nuclear structure within the shell model. Besides, several generalized versions 
of this potential have been developed to explore elastic and quasi-elastic scattering of nuclear particles [2]. So, 
the woods–Saxon potential, either in its spherical or deformed form, has been more used in nuclear numerical 
calculations [3-7]. It was also applied in others domains of physics such as the study of the behavior of valence 
electrons in metallic systems or in helium model [8]. Moreover, it has been used in nonlinear scalar theory of 
mesons [9]. Recently, it has received increasing interest, in its central and spherical form, in the context of the 
conventional Nikiforov-Uvarov method, to derive analytical solutions of Schrödinger equation [10-13], Klein-
Gordon equation [14-16] and Dirac equation [17-18]. Such a problem has also been solved by other methods    
[19-21]. 
In recent years, a new ring-shaped potential has been introduced [22] paving the way to new calculations in 
which this potential was combined with the Coulomb potential [22], Hulthen potential [23] or Kratzer potential 
[24]. Those calculations with this new non-central potential may have possible applications in quantum 
chemistry such as the study of ring-shaped molecules like benzene.    
In nuclear physics, the shape form of the potential also plays an important role particularly when studying 
the structure of deformed nuclei or the interaction between them. Therefore, our aim, in the present work, is to 
investigate analytical bound state solutions of the Klein-Gordon (KG) equation with q-deformed Woods-Saxon 
potential related to a generalized ring-shaped potential, that we have obtained by a modification of the ring-
shaped potential reported in [22], using the asymptotic iteration method (AIM) [25]. Also, we will show that, 
when the deformation parameter q takes a particular value, the obtained results lead to the solutions of the same 
problem for Hulthen potential. 
The AIM, an increasingly popular method, has proven to be a powerful, efficient and easily handling 
method in the treatment of problems dealing with second order differential equations of type                     +  = 0 which are usually encountered in physics such as Schrödinger equation, the radial and 
angular parts of KG and Dirac equations [26-41].   
This paper is organised as follows: in section 2, we present the KG equation for the q-deformed           
Woods–Saxon potential plus the generalized ring shaped potential. Section 3 is devoted to derive the exact 
analytic bound state energies and the corresponding radial solution of KG equation in the context of AIM 
method.  In section 4, we solve the angular part of KG equation with relevant discussions. In section 5, we 
conclude our work. 
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II. The Klein–Gordon equation with a q-deformed Woods-Saxon plus a generalized ring shape potential 
 
The Klein–Gordon equation of a particle with mass moving in a mixed scalar S(r) and vector V(r) potentials 
is given by: 
  + ℏ  −  −  +   = 0                                                                          (1) 
 
In spherical coordinates, this equation reads 
  
           !"   # + $%&'   ' !()*+   '# + $%&'   , +-  
 
                                                             
- ℏ   − ", θ −  + ", θ01 ", +, 2 = 0     (2)        
           
 where E is the energy and  the rest mass of the particle, c is the velocity of light and ℏ the reduced Planck’s 
constant.  
The vector potential V is chosen to be equal to the q-deformed Woods–Saxon potential (VWS) plus the 
generalized ring-shaped one (VRS), (V = VWS + VRS) while the scalar potential S(r) is taken equal to VRS. If VRS is 
considered as a small perturbation, the term 2VWSVRS, appearing in the development of Eq.(2), can be neglected 
as a first approximation. Thus, the variables r, θ and φ in Eq.(2) will be separable. 
The generalized ring-shaped potential used in this work is obtained from the ring-shaped potential, 
established in [22] by adding some parameter α. Thus, the q-deformed Woods–Saxon potential [1] plus the 
generalized ring-shaped one is expressed as 
 ", θ = − 3456789:4; + <5=>$'$%&'                                                                                                                     (3) 
 
where the first term in the right hand side of Eq.(3) is the q-deformed Woods–Saxon potential with  is the 
potential depth, ? represents the width of the potential or the nuclear radius, a surface thickness parameter and 
the parameter q defines the deformation  of the potential. The second term introduces the short range ring shaped 
potential [22] modified with an extra additional parameter α.  
      In order to separate the variables in Eq.(2), the particle wave function can be chosen in the following form 
 ", +, 2 = @ Y+, 2  
  
where the angular part of this function is selected in the form Y+, 2 = Θ+Φ2.                                                                                    
Then, the radial part of Eq.(2) is given by,  
  DD + EF3GHFI4Jℏ − ℓℓ5 0 ?" = 0                                                                                                         (5) 
 
while the angular equations read, assuming 2@M ≈ @M,  as 
  DD' + OP+ DD' + ℓℓ + 1 − I$%&' −  +  <5=>$'$%&' 0 Θ+ = 0                                                        (6.a) 
 
       DD, + 0 Φ2 = 0                                                                                                                                   (6.b) 
 
where  is the angular momentum quantum number and m a constant. 
  
 
III Solution of the radial equation 
 
To solve the radial equation (Eq.(5)), we introduce the following conversions 
  = F@4@4  , R = @4S                                                                                                                                               (7) 
 
Thus the Woods – Saxon potential in Eq.(3) transforms into, 
   = − 34567TU                                                                                                                                              (8) 
 
In order to simplify the solution of Eq.(5), the centrifugal potential will be developed in powers of              = 567TU  by means of the Pekeris approximation [42-43] 
 ℓ = ℏℓℓ5I@45V = ℏℓℓ5I@4 W + W + W                                                                                          (9) 
 
where the conversions (7) have been used. The coefficients C0, C1 and C2 are determined through the comparison 
of the series developments of the right – hand and the left – hand sides of the Eq.(8) around x = 0. We get 
     W = 1 − !3 + 6 − 6# < + 3 !1 + 6 + 6# <, 
     W = 2 !3 + 2Y − 6# < − 6 !3 + Y + [6 + 6# <,                                                                                           (10) 
     W = − !2Y + 3Y − 6 + 6# < + 3 !6 + 4Y + Y + ]6 + 6# <                                         
 
Inserting Eq.(8) and Eq.(9) into Eq.(5) and using the new variable y, the Eq.(5) becomes 
 1 −  DD^ !1 −  D@^D^ # − _5=^5`^^F^ ? = 0                                                                                 (11) 
 
where the following transformations have been done 
 
      a = − EFI4JSℏ + ℓℓ5b4< , c = − E34Sℏ + ℓℓ5bd< , e = − 34Sℏ + ℓℓ5b<                                         (12) 
 
The boundary conditions for the radial wave function are  ?0 = 0 and R∞ = 0 . 
To solve the Eq.(11) by means of the asymptotic iteration method [25], we propose the following ansatz for ?   
 
 ? = gh1 − ij                                                                                                                            (13) 
 
where A is a normalization constant and k and l are some parameters to be defined latter. 
 For this form of the wave function, the radial equation (11) reads 
 
 




 m = − 5hFh5i5^^F^                                                                                                                            (15a) 
 





       k = a, l = oa + c + e, p = e                                                                                                                (16) 
 
Then according to the AIM procedure, the energy eigenvalues are then calculated by means of the following 
termination condition [25] 
 
      q = (&m&F − m&(&F = 0                                                                                                                              (17) 
 
for a given y > 1, with the sequences 
 
      m& = m&F  + (&F + mm&F                                                                                             (18a) 
 
      (& = (&F  + (m&F, n= 1, 2, 3, …                                                                                        (18b) 
 
For a few iterations, the obtained solutions are 
 
      k = −l −  ±  √1 + 4p , k = −l − [ ±  √1 + 4p, k = −l − t ±  √1 + 4p,...                        (19) 
 
from which the following general form is easily deduced 
k& = −l& − &5 ±  √1 + 4p,  n = 0, 1, 2,.….                                                                                           (20) 
 
Substituting µ, σ and ν by their expressions given in Eq. (16), we obtain the eigenvalues equation 
 a& + oa& + c + e = − &5 ±  o1 + 4e = u                                                                                        (21) 
 
 where n (n = 0, 1, 2, …) is the radial quantum number and 
 u = −* −  +  o1 + 4e                                                                                                                            (22) 
 
The solution of Eq.(21) gives 
 
      av =  !u − =5`v #                                                                                                                                        (23) 
 
Once the expressions of ε, β and γ, given in Eq. (12), are substituted into Eq. (23), we get the generalized 
formula of the radial energy eigenvalues,  
 





         ] + ℏℓℓ5!b45dbd5db#@4  !u + ]34Sℏ #F −  ℏS - !u + ]34Sℏ # − -ℏSℓℓ5bd5b@4 0/ (24)        
 
where u = 2u = 1 − ]34Sℏ + ]ℓℓ5b< − 2* + 1. In the standard case of the spherical Woods-Saxon 
potential where q = 1, our energy spectrum formula matches up with the results of Nikifrov-Uvarov approach 
[44] (with ℏ=c=1). 
For q = −<@4 and setting  = −, the q-deformed Woods-Saxon potential (Eq.(3)) transforms into 
Hulthen potential [45]. For R? → 0, the coefficients, in the series development of the centrifugal potential 
(Eq.(10)), tend to W = 1 and W = W = 0 and from Eq.(24), we can get an identical energy eigenvalues formula 
for Hulthen potential to that obtained in [46-47] for s-wave (ℓ = 0) taking u = 2u = 1 − ]34Sℏ + 2* + 1 
and the Hulthen potential constant α = 1/a. 
The eigenvectors of the problem are derived through the determination of the expression of the AIM function 
f(x) by solving the differential equation (14) 
 
     
DD^ j + !5hFh5i5^^F^ # DDV j − !h5ih5i5Fn^F^ # j = 0                                                           (25) 
 
whose solutions, in the limit x → 0 are the  hyper-geometrical functions, 
 
     j = W −*, 1 + 2k + 2l + *; 2k + 1;                                                                                              (26) 
 
Therefore, according to the relation between hyper-geometrical functions and the generalized Jacobi 
polynomials &<,= [48-49], the radial wave function can be written as  
 
       ?&ℓ = g&ℓ_1 − o_5=5`&!_,o_5=5`#1 − 2                                                                      (27) 
 where g&ℓ is a normalization constant computed via the orthogonality relation of Jacobi polynomials [48-49]  
 
       g&ℓ = h5&F!hF! &5h5i5d&! &5h5i5&5h5&5i5/                                                                                         (28)    
 
where k and l are given in Eq.(16). 
 
IV Solution of the angular equation 
 
To calculate the eigenvalues of the angular equation (6a), we introduce a new variable = O(+ , so we obtain 
the following equation 
 1 −  DD 1 −  DD + 1 −  − k0  = 0                                                                          (29) 
 
where  
 k = o + R + c   ,  = c +  ℓ ℓ + 1                                                                                                    (30) 
 
with  R =  + R and c =  + c and H(z) undergoes the boundary conditions H(0) = H(1) = 0. 
Moreover, to solve Eq.(29) with the asymptotic iteration method [25] we use the following ansatz 
 
       = 1 − j                                                                                                                                (31) 
 
which leads after its substitution  into Eq.(29) to 




      m = h55F                                                                                                                             (33a) 
 ( = h5hF5F                                                                                                                                         (33b) 
 
The eigenvalues of Eq.(29) are determined by solving the AIM equation (Eq.(17)) for a given z > 1. For a 
few iterations we obtain 
  = k + k, = k + 3k + 2, = k + 5k + 6, = k + 7k + 12,…                                                         (34) 
                      
In general form we have 
 
  = k + *k + * + 1; * = 0, 1, 2, 3, … ..                                                                                                  (35) 
 
Replacing k and  by their expressions given in (30) we find  
 
 ℓ& = −  ± * + o + R + c +  − c                                                                                             (36) 
 
Substituting the obtained expression for ℓ  (Eq.(36)) into Eq.(24) we get the energy eigenvalues for a bound 
particle in the q-deformed Woods-Saxon plus generalized ring-shape potential. 
 
 vy,&,I = − 34 w1 − ]bd5bS!&5oI5<y5=y5d#
F=yFdJ
@4xvy5Jz4;ℏ{ |
} ∓ vyvy5Jz4;ℏ{ ×  
 
 ] + ℏ!&5oI5<y5=y5d#F=yFdJ!b45dbd5db#@4  !u + ]34Sℏ #F −    ℏS - !u + ]34Sℏ # −     
 




                       ( 37)                         
  
 The eigenvectors of the problem are determined by solving the following associated Legendre differential 
equation which is obtained from Eq.(29) [48-49] 
 
      
1 −  DD  − 2 DD ¡ + [ℓℓ + 1 − hF] = 0                                                                  (38) 
 
where ℓ =  o4ℓℓ + 1 − c′  + 1 −  or through the solution of the Eq.(32) and using the ansatz proposed in 
Eq.(31). The both ways yield to the following associated Legendre polynomials [48-49] 
 
       = Fℓyℓy! 1 − h/ Dℓy¥Dℓy¥  − 1ℓy                                                                                                    (39) 
 




In this paper we have solved the Klein-Gordon equation with a q-deformed Woods-Saxon potential plus a 
new generalized ring-shaped potential. The energy eigenvalues of this problem are obtained in analytic formulas 
and the corresponding radial eigenvectors are formulated in terms of generalized Jacobi polynomials while the 
angular eigenvectors are expressed in closed form through associated Legendre polynomials. When the shape 
deformation is canceled (q = 1), the energy eigenvalues are identical to those obtained by the Nikiforov-Uvarov 
method. Also, when the deformation parameter is set to the particular value q = −<@4 , we have shown that we 
can deduce the analytical solutions corresponding to Hulthen potential . The obtained solutions of the present 
problem may find applications in many areas of physics particularly in the study of the interaction between 
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